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Intimidation, unfair election. charged

Complaints follow ASlh
By Manuel Franco
A pollwatcher · in last week's
ASUNM general election was
found guilty by the Elections
Commission Friday of in·
timidating voters at a polling
place during the second day of
the election.
Also, the commission did not
validate the results of the
ASUNM senatorial race because
of a complaint brought by un·
successful senatorial candidate
TomDomme.
Phil Hernandez, who the
commission said was
a
pollwatcher
for
presidential
candidate Michael Gallegos and
vice presidential candidate
Louise Wheeler, was found guilty
of intimidating four sorority
women last Wednesday who had
voted at the shuttle bus stop
polling place and three other
sorority women who were waiting
to vote.
The commission said this was
h-'1 violation of Article VI, Sections 2D and 2E of the ASUNM
campaign laws.
"I deny all such charges,"
Ht'm:tndez sairi Sunday. "I wet-~
informing a commission member
of a possible campaign violation.
The girls took off on their own. I
did not address them directly."
The incident apparently
centered around the Interfraternity Council using a truck
to bring fraternity and sorority
members to the polls. The truck
was also carrying beer, which
was given to voters the truck
brought to the polls.
Since IFC is a private
organization and campaign

-.,--...-• • • I

literature on the truck belonged
to IFC and not to ;my candidates, the commission had no
jurisdiction on this particular
activity, said Marti Atchinson,
commission chairperson.
Commission member Everett
Spivey, who was working at the
polling place at the time of the
incident, said the IFC truck
brought seven sorority women,
none of whom had beer in their
possession, to the shuttle bus
stop to vote.
Spivey said after four of the
women had voted, Hernandez
came over to him and complained
"with his voice raised" about the
IFC truck and threatened to go
to the campus police. Hearing
this, the seven women, three of
whom were still waiting to vote,
left. After the women and the
truck left, Hernandez came back
and continued to complain
loudly, intimidating other voters
in the process, Spivey said.
Atchinson said "to let a nonstudent (Hernandez) come on
campus and interrupt polling
places . . . (has) got to .be
stoppPd and. disc.Ot!l'agi?d rip-ht
now."
Currently
representing
Wheeler in a court case against
the ASUNM Popular Enter·
tainment Committee, Hernandez
said he was a student last
semester, but left for "personal
reasons" and plans to return in
the summer. He was a math
major and an ASUNM Senator
for two years. Ironically, he said,
he is also the author of the
section of the campaign law he is
accused of violating.
lUff ~Ill L J t. J
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The matter must now go to the
ASUNM Student Court and,
according to Article VI, Section 2
of the ASUNM campaign laws, if
the court agrees that Hernandez
is guilty, he can be fined no less
than $100.
ASUNM Attorney General
Mark Sims said that if the
student court agrees with the
commission on Hernandez' guilt,
he hopes to "find a suitable
punishment for him. I don't see
how we can get $100 out of him,
especially since he's not a
student."
Sims said one possible punish·
ment could be to "attach" the
fine to Hernandez' records so
that Hernandez will have to pay
the fine before he could re-enroll
atUNM.
Domme' s complaint centered
on a metal stud put on voting
machines over senatorial candidate Ben Lane's name and
voting lever to prevent anyone
from voting for him. Lane with·
drew the night before the elec·
tions.
Lane had the number three
l)C.'Sition on the blllhJt, pre..•C>ded
by Elliott Hester and Domme.
Domme and supporter Damon
Tobias said the election was
inadvertently unfair, because
Domme and Hester were isolated
from the other candidates by the
metal stud. Domme and Tobias
claimed many voters thought the
senatorial ballot started after the
metal stud and limited their
voting to the 13 candidates
positioned after the stud.
Domme pointed out that
despite having the first two

election

ballot positions and the two
highest number of endorsements
of any candidates (nine for
Domme and eight for :Hester), he
and Hester had the two lowest
vote totals at three of the seven
voting machines and two of the
four lowest vote totals at the
other four machines.
Tobias displayed statistics and
graphs to the commission that he
said showed vote totals for
Domme and Hester, 461 and 404
respectively, were unusually far
below the average vote total of
645 received by the other candidates.
After much discussion; the
(!OmmlSSIOn decided not to
validate the senatorial election
results, while Domme attempts
to initiate a rerun election
through action in the student
court. The winners in last week's
senatorial election are scheduled
to be provisionally sworn in
today at noon in the ASUNM
office on the second floor of the
SUB.
The comm1ssmn also invalidated the defeat last week of
thr IFC'~ propose<~ budget,, IF('
president Leonard Garcia said
the group's budget was voted
down because of the trouble IFC
had . in getting people from the
fraternities and sororities to vote
after the intimidation incident
Wednesday. The IFC lost on the
budget by 29 votes.
Garcia said now that IFC' s
defeat has been invalidated, the
group will not be limited to
receiving only 75 percent of the
$2,540 proposed for IFC on the
budget when it goes up for review
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Object of charges
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TomDomme
Seeks runoff election

before the ASUNM Senate next
semester, as stated in the
ASUNM Constitution, Garcia
said the IFC budget may appear
on the ballot again if a runoff
election is declared.

Egypt joins
U.S. boycott
of Olympics

COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo.
(UPI) - Government officials
predicted Sunday that America's
boycott of the summer games in
receive
Moscow
would
widespread support from the free
world.
Egyptian athletes were the
first to get on the boycott
bandwagon and Canada, West
Germany and Australia appeared
ready to join the United States.
Aides to President Carter said
they felt nations would follow
now that the United States
Olympic Committee has officially
agreed to stay away from the
games.
The USOC voted by a margin
J.
~
of 1,604-797 Saturday to support
Carter's demands for a boycott
because of the Soviet Union's
invasion of Afghanistan.
The president of Japan's
olympic
committee said the
••••
USOC's action would probably
Members of the Santa Clara Pueblo perform one of their part of the festivities for UNM's 25th celebration of Nizhoni have an effect on his country's
boycott decision next month.
tribal rain dances Saturday in Johnson Gym. The dance was Days. (Photo by Pen-Chi Chou)
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National Briefs
Carter might use
force on Iranians
WASHINGTON - President
Carter, in an interview made
public Sunday, said Iran will face
forceful - perhaps military U.S. action if any of the 50
American hostages are harmed or
put on trial.
Carter also said America's
security must be "the paramount
interest" in a choice between the
nation's best interests and the
lives of the hostages.
The president disclosed that he
bas called on U.S. allies to join in
strong political and economic
sanctions against Iran by a
specific date.
The administration hopes the
I<Juropean Common Market
nations will agree on economic
sanctions when they meet April
21, and will break diplomahic
relations by May if there is no
progress in freeing the hostages.
A White House official said
Sunday Carter will not necesarily
wait for the allies' decision,
however, before taking further
economic steps against Iran.

Nazi holocaust is
marked by Jews
NEW YOitK - A group of
concentration
camp
Nazi
suvivors and a young boy lighted
six candles in a crowded
Manhattan synagogue Sunday to
mark the 37th anniversary of the
Warsaw ghetto uprising.
The candles symbolized the 6
million Jews who periched in the
holocaust of World War II.
The Warsaw uprising was the
only mass armed Jewish
resistance to the Nazi genocide.
Among those who filled
Temple Emanuel and flooded
Fifth Avenue outside were
several hundred concentration
camp survivors. Many wept as
the candles were lit during a
moving ceremony in the dimly lit
temple.
''All that remains of a
thousands years of Jewish life in
Poland
are
the
Jewish
graveyards," said Benjamin
Meed, president of the Warsaw
Ghetto Itesistance Organization.

byUPI

several hours when she was found
by her husband, civil attorney
Don Martinson. A path of
clothing led to the woman's nude
body and a macrame planthanger was wrapped around her
neck.
On a bedroom mirror was the
message written in lipstick;
"Now we are even, Don."
Authorities at first believed
the note was addressed to her
husband, but police spokesman
Bob Shaw said it may have been
Hemphill's signature.

Radiation levels
dangerous in 1945
WASHINGTON- Two U.S.
government research teams in
1945 found low-level radiation in
the Nagasaki, Japan area that
was about twice the level now
considered safe for nuclear
workers, it was reported Sunday.
The reports - found in the
National Archives by the
Washington Post
will
probably increase the con·
troversy over whether U.S.
troops sent to Nagasaki and
Hiroshima in 1945 absorbed
enough radiation to cause cancers
that appeared after 20 years or
more.
About 100 veterans of the
post-war cleanup operation have
filed claims with the Veterans
Administration, saying they now
have maladies stemming from
radiation exposure at Hiroshima
and Nagasaki.
The reports found in the ar·
chives by the Post were made by
scientists from the Manhattan
engineering district, which built
the atomic bomb, and a U.S.
navy research team.

Watergate book
lists poison plots

NEW YOitK - Watergate
figure G. Gordon Liddy plotted
to poison co-conspirator Howard
Hunt in prison and to discredit
anti·vietnam activist Daniel
Ellsberg by drugging him before
a speaking engagement, Liddy
wrote in his book "Will."
The scheme to discredit Daniel
Ellsberg by drugging him before
a speaking engagement got
approval through another
Watergate figure, Charles
Colson, while Colson was serving
as an adviser to former President
DALLAS - An appliance Richard Nixon, Liddy wrote.
Excerpts of the new book,
repairman was arrested Sunday
which
appear in the current issue
in what has become known as the
of
Time
Magazine, were released
"Lipstick Slaying" of a lawyer's
wife found strangled with a Sunday.
Because the statute of
plant-hanger in the bedroom of
limitations has expired, Liddy
her fashionable home.
Police said Donald Wayne wrote, he feels he can no longer
Hemphill, an ex-convict, was harm his former associates by
arrested without resistance at his writing his story. Liddy spent
home on a warrant charging him almost 5 years in prison - the
with the March 31 slaying of longest of any Watergate figure
- for his part in the 1972 break·
Debra Martinson, 28.
Martinson had been dead in~

'Lipstick slaying'
suspect arrested

Eve:t;y_Monday
Is. Coupon Monday

Inflation spawns
large tax refunds
WASHINGTON- Benjamin
Franklin once said, "In this
world, nothing is certain but
death and taxes." Tuesday,
Uncle Sam expects you to square
up on the latter.
The nearly 93 million American
taxpayers are expected to have
mailed in their returns to the
Internal Revenue Service or
requested an extension by
midnight Tuesday.
Two out of every three already
have done their duty, and the
reward has been handsome in
many cases with refunds
averaging $590.53 - up $100
from a year ago.
Most people who get refunds
tend to file early returns,
however, and the chances are
that those who have waited this
long to file know they may have
to pay Uncle Sam.
"People who owe money
generally file later," said IRS
spokesman Larry Batdorf.
He also said there are some
interesting trends this year,
judging from the approximately
60 million forms that had been
filed by April4.
-More Americans appear to
be using the short form.
-The average refund is up
20.5 percent, probably because
inflation has pushed up mortgage
interest rates, medical costs and
other allowable deductions.

Tornadoes, floods
hit New. Orleans
NEW ORLEANS Tor·
nadoes spawned by gruesomely
familiar thunderstorms ripped
through a south Louisiana trailer
park Sunday and a 5-inch rainfall
in New Orleans sent waves of
water into canal street
skyscrapers.
State police said two people
died in weather-related accidents
during the rainstrorms. Three
people were injured in the tor·
nadoes and hundreds were
prepared for evacuation.
"Noah said it's got to stop
sometime," said F .M. Pearce,
Civil Defense director of St.
Tammany Parish northeast of
New' Orleans, which just last
week was declared a federal
disaster area from river flooding
in early April. "We're still
looking for the dove with the
olive branch."
The downpour turned St.
Charles Avenue in uptown New
Orleans into a south Louisiana
Bayou, with people paddling
down the street in small canoes
known as pirogues.
Knee-deep rainwater covered
street in the downtown business
district, making the main
thoroughfare impassable except
on a slightly elevated median.

Double cross
the common crowd.
EOECJJIS
The uncommon import
with two X's for a name.
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Pay Vouchers, available
Monday April 14 thru
Wednesday April 16 in
Rm. 242, Student Union,
Associated Students Office must be signed before
•
remittance.

CERTIFIED
CENTRE

I·.

·Villa HAIR DESIGNS

Q

A UNISEX SALON

Call Now for Appoinbnent
255~3279

$5oo OFF ALL

HAIRCUTS

Includes- shampoo, conditioning, cut & blowstvle

$15°0 OFF BODY WAVES & PERMS
Includes- shampoo, conditioning, cut & perm
this offer expires 4/19/80

Call255-3279

ask for Andrea- onl:y

Name
Address
Phone
drawing at both stores 4125/80
(need not be present to win)

Fatso's Subs

Pasta
Salads
Hours
Mon·Fri Sam to 9pm Vegetarian
Meals
Sat-Sun Nooh to 8pm
Next to McDonalds
'Deserts
255-3696
Breakfast

Spaghetti and Meatball
Dinner

lOam ro 5prn only

spice ham, cooked salami, moz·
zarella cheese, fully garnished, (no
substitutes), super french fries,
mediurn drink coke, spite, or pibb.

includes salad and
garlic bread.

$199
with coupon onlv
Expires April 20th, 1980

with coupon only
Expires April 20th, 1980

Taco & Chalupa

ggc

With
coupon
Expires April 20th

one week ohly
all sizes & colors
Style 8040 only

Disco Display
House.
sale at both locations

3123 Central NE (near the triangle)
153 Win rock Center
883-8887

GOLDEN
FRIED
CHICKEN

2 Pieces Golden Fried Chicken
Roll, Rice, Jalapeno Pepper and Medium Beverage

$169

With co.up. on
Reg· • 2.01

Use our convenient drive up windows at
1830 Lomas at Yale
4700 Menaul NE
e·
•
A 'I
5231 central NW
xp1res pn

Open
at
11:00
Daily

"
20th

Other Locations
10015Central NE
11200 Montgomery NE

l'a).(l' 4. NPw Mc•xic·o Daily Lobo, Aprill4, Hill()
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Opinion

Anti-smoking evidence mounts
By Pamela Livingston
Grandfather spent many years
almost a hermit. Although his selfimposed solitude left him lonely, he
rarely ventured out of his small but
lllogant apartment. He had the
c;ompany of his wife Anna, but she
bored him with her talk of
housokeeping,
children and
grandchildren.
Grandfather was really, at heart,
a social creature. He liked to dance,
and he liked the company of
beautiful women.

.

So why didn't he go dancing?
Th!J reason ··· smoking. Too many

poople smoked at dances.
Grandfather hated smoking.
When visitors came into his house,
he looked at them suspiciously,
tlmn c:oughed and wheezed. "Do
you smoke?" he asked them. And,
before recoiving an answer, he
wached his own conclusion. "I
Grnell cigarettes!" he exclaimed
angrily.
Grandfather, a physician and
'JYe, ear, nose and throat specialist,
r:onsidered himself an expert on the
deleterious effects of tobacco
smoking. I seldom heard him talk
about marijuana and hashish,
because at that time the smoking of
these substances was rarely done in

public places. But I am sure he
believed them to be equally bad.
Grandfather also considered
himself the master of his house.
Despite Grandmother's protests for
the sake of propriety and good
manners, Grandfather told visitors
who smoked to leave. "Damn
smokers," he cursed as the
bewildered guests hurried, redfaced, out the door.
It had been many years since I
was first indoctrinated with "thou
shall not smoke." And, in that time,
I have seen gradual change (victories for Grandfather) in the
public's attitude toward smoking.
Some of the victories were those
I won myself. I embarrassed my
parents many times by telling
guests not to smoke. "You'll get
cancer," I told them solemnly. "It
stinks," I added. Grandfather,
however, when he heard of my
faux pas, w&s quite pleased. He
enlisted me in his crusade to
"stamp out tobacco smoking."
He found a package of cigarettes
in church one Sunday and decided
then and there that the sinful
voluptuary who smoked in church
was going to pay for his sin in this
lifetime. Together Grandfather and
I were the avenging angels.
"Damn smokers," Grandfather

told me while we carefully removed
the tobacco from each cigarette
and replaced it with ground rubber
bands. "They dasn't smoke in
church," he said to clarify the
matter.
We never found out whether the
sinful voluptuary died from the
noxious fumes after smoking our
bait. We laid our trap by placing the
good-as·new cigarette package in
the same spot where Grandfather
found it and we only hoped that_ it
was taken. But we knew we had
done what we could and we prided
ourselves on doing the right thing.
The meek shall inherit the earth,
I've heard, but Grandfather and I
believe that avenging angels shall
inherit it also. Smokeless. At least
from cigarettes.
The recent proposed legislation
in California to ban smoking in
public places seemed to us an
omen. Perhaps it was our good
karma. Regardless, people seemed
to be coming around to our way of
thinking and the wheel of fortune
turned in our favor.
People began to realize not only
that their civil rights were being
violated by smokers
they
questioned, for example, why a
non-smoker should be forced to
breathe a smoker's foul air - but

they saw medical evidence, which
linked smoking with cancer and
respiratory diseases.
They learned also that babies of
women who smoke during
pregnancy weigh less at 'birth and
develop more slowly, physically
and mentally, than those of nonsmokers. And the children of
smoking parents are prone to
bronchial infections.

educationist trade. And if no one
outside of education believes things
are improving, why then it must be
a conspiracy, "a very careful
selection of negative data." I must
obviously be mistaken in my im·
pression that the number of functionally illiterate students in my
freshman classes is increasing and
that the papers being written in
English 100 used to be considered
failing work for an eighth grader.
But then, I am a historian and could
not be expected to understand the
new educationists' approaches to
literacy, such as 'holistic' writing, in
which grammar is considered
irrelevant.

better job than people give them
credit for.'' This is true only if the
job he is talking about is getting
more bodies through the system,
which may in fact be what he
means.

ideas by inventing and employing
vocabulary, which is impressive
and meaningless. Advertising seeks
to sell, government to be ambiguous and non-committal; the
educationists presumably wish to
conceal the factthat they have little
or nothing to say. When you can
not convince them, confuse them.
We must cease tolerating this
fraud. We must demand accountability and clear explanations.
Possibly the greatest danger to a
democratic state is an uneducated
electorate, and if you do not think
this threatens us, go to a local high
school and ask students what they
have read lately or what they think
about world affairs. It is past time
that we take the vital task of
educating our young out of the
hands of the educationists.
-Richard Berthold
~Assistant profesor
-History

Convincing as these studies are
that smoking is harmful, some
"fools," as Grandfather calls them,
are still not convinced. But they
should be when they hear about
Californian researchers who
reported last week strong evidence
that anyone who inhales someone
else's smoke can suffer lung
damage. The results of a study by
physiologist James R. White and
physician Herman F. Froed show a
clear-cut relationship between a
person's exposure to smoke and his
respiratory capacity.
Unquestionably, the new findings will be used by anti-cigarette
forces to extend legislation to curb
smoking in public places.
It will be nice to go out in public
and be free from smoke. Right
now, it is nice to see a lonely old
man smile.

by Garry Trudeau
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Letters
Foggy reasoning
Editor:
Dean Darling's comments in the
April 4 Lobo illustrate the kind of
self"delusion and foggy reasoning
which permeate the schools of
education in this country. Only an
educationist (not to be confused
with educator) could, in 1980, say
"basic literacy is the best it has ever
been " and have it printed as a
serious statement.
Of course he doubtless has the
evidence of many self-serving
studies carried out by the
educationist establishment and
could, if necessary, beguile us with
facts and figures coHected by
important doctors of education in
reports filled with the meaningless
and obfuscating buzz words of the

~cw

As a thinking person, I am
outraged by the logic of claiming
that because 80 percent of our
students finish high school, in
contrast to 20 percent in Europe,
our "teachers are doing a hell of a
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I do not assign sole responsibility
for the dismal failure of American
education to the educationists;
American society as a whole shares
that blame. But it is an inescapable
fact that the educationists are most
directly responsible for the
educational system, and a lot of
rhetoric about television, divorce,
and drugs cannot excuse.the failure
of our teachers to teach.
Even more reprehensible in my
eyes is what the educaionists are
doing to the English language.
Together with advertising and
government they are destroying the
ability of our language to communicate precisely information and

Old idea may save UNM
money in electric bills
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Jeff Mather (front) and Bob Crossno of the UNM Men's canoe team prepare for a race at
Cochiti Lake Saturda.y. Teams from Texas Tech and New Mexico State also competed in
the events. The UNM team finished second in the race. (Photo by Jana Aspin)

NMSU wins 'concrete' canoe race
By Debra Voisin
Despite the cold temperatures
and light snow showers, it was
fun and games Saturday at
Cochiti Lake
plus some
'concrete' canoe competition.
About 100 civil engineering
students and professor from
UNM, New Mexico State
University, the UnivE'rsity of
Texas·El Paso and Texas Tech
University
braved
the
threatening weather to compete
in the fifth annual concrete canoe
races.
NMSU students John Durkin
and Eddie Livingston paddled
their team to victory in the first
race, which was about one-mile
long.
In the women's race, Texas
Tech came up the winner with
juniors Lori Postlethwait and
Judy Bragg behind the paddles.
UNM placed second in both
races, but won in an "unofficial"
faculty race, powered by UNM
civil engineering assistant
Professors Thomas Pae:z and
Bruce Thomson.
Although UTEP was present
at the races, the school was
without a canoe because of
problems it had getting the canoe
to the lake.
UNM's
Civil Engineering
Department acted as host for this
year's races. Each of the s!!hools
built its own canoe, using concrete made from a mixture of
gravel, sand, cement and water.
A canoe made of concrete floats

because of its shape, which junior who designed the craft.
provides
for
very
little
Texas Tech's canoe, called
displacement of water.
"Cement Lament," was 19 and
The winning canoe in the men's one-half feet long, 31 inches wide
race was 19 feet long, 35 inches and weighed about 166 pounds.
wide at its widest point and
UNM's canoe was 16 and oneweighed about 130 pounds, said half feet long, 36 inches wide and
Durlin, the civil engineering weighed about 160 pounds.

l.fflure s~hedufcd
Ma~cll

Archaelogist Ethel Jane BuntJng is
to speak Tuesday. April IS, 4 p.m., in the

Mu5eum of Anthropology. Her topi~:

usindhi Tombs and the PcrsistenceofPaUern."~
•:1 C'.orazon be Lols1lda - Documentary about
len ants trying to save thcir homes and community will
be broadcast Tuesdt~y~ April IS, J1;30 a.m. I on
KNME·TVS.

La!" ("ampana!> - Meets Tuesday, April 15, 4:30
p.m., jn the UnHed Campu'i Ministry Center. 1801
tag lomas NE.
Redtal - Mindy Anne Sampson, piano. Tuesday,
April iS, 8:15p.m., in Keller Hall. Free.

THE CENTRAL

TORTA
1412 CentralS£ • 247-0668

Calendar of Events

Blue Grass

Earn $20.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

Crazy Night

Tuesday ~ Saturday
Doctor in
residence

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

The 6 Coachmen
sit·ins encouraged

Tuesday 7:00p.m. $1.00
featuring comedian Tim Nelson and
any of you free'lance artists out there
who want to play

Wednesday 8:00p.m. $1.00

Drama

,.rade ~n any 11run11Y•
old, ~111pr~n~ed sh~n.

Saturday, a one·act play

It's Worth 49c

Thursday 9:00p.m.
$2.00 person $3 couple

Jazz

The Jim Trost Jazz Trio

Friday 8:00p.m.
$2.00 person $3 couple

Donor Center
Sam~2:30pm

be reduced,"
At present, reduction valves
are being used to diminish steam
pressure, from 235 psi to about
40 psi, before it enters the steam
loop ofUNM's heating system.
"The reduction valves do the
job, but steam turbines could do
the same thing and make use of
valuable energy at the same
time," Schuster said.
Electricity produced by the
steam turbines would be used to
supply power for all the electrical
machinery in the Ford Utilities
Center. This includes lights, but
also the large kilowatt-hour
consuming motors and pumps,
which run the heating and
cooling system.
With an initial cost of
$450,000,
Schuster
said
cogeneration would have the
potential of saving UNM about
$350,000 each year on its elec·
tricity bills.
In the 1930s, U.S. industry
extracted as much as 25 percent
of its electrical power from
cogeneration. Power companies
used cogeneration as a matter of
course.

Rteurnlng Student Assorlallun - Members bring
ballots to lounge today. 9-a.m ...2 p.m •• and Tur:sday.
Apri115, 8 a.m.~S p.m.
Chess Club- Mc:cts today, 5·7!30 p.m •• in the SUB.
Room231·A.
l..ctture- Rogc:rTaylort director oft he photography
program at Sheffield Polytechnic in England, speaks:
today. 8 p.m •• in the Fine Arts Center~ Room 2018.
His topic: HVictorinn Photoyaphy and 1he Mass
Market/' nn examination of topographical
~thotogroaphy in Britain, using the work of (', W.
Wilson as a model. Free.
Concen - ONM Varsity Band wilb director Harold
Van Winkle today, 8:15 p.m., in the SUB Ballroom.
1-'ree.
Lt1rn .Broadc•sUng - at KUNM. Openings for a
classical programmer·announccr, disc jo~kies, news
reporters and other 'Volunteers. Exs>ericrtce preferred
but nor necessary. Preference gi~·en to students. Call
Oih·er Stone at 277.4801 tor fun her .information.

Do You Need
Cash?

Blood
Plasma

Energy "cogeneration" is an
idea whose time has come back at
the University.
Returning to 50 year-old
teclmology, officials at UNM's
utilities plant are investigating a
giant step backward to help
loosen the energy squeeze in the
1980s.
In cogeneration, electricity is
generated by steam that would
otherwise be wasted. Steam that
spews into the air from UNM's
massive gas-fired boilers can be
channeled into turning powergenerating turbines.
"The boilers we use for heating
and cooling the campus produce
steam at incredibly high pressure
- 235 pounds-per-square-inch,"
explained Larry Schuster, the
University's energy conservation
manager.
"We need that kind of pressure
to run certain equipment in the
plant, but 235 psi steam is too
high, too hot (465 degrees
farenheit) and just plain too
unwieldy to be transported
around campus to be used for
heating
buildings.
It's
dangerous. Some pressure must

Rock
Govinda

Your grungy old imprinted shirt (regardless of size, shape or smell)
can be traded-in on any new T·shirt, sport shirt, sweatshirt, athletic
jersey or jacket in stock (selling for $4.95 or more). Select from an
amazing selection of styles, colors and designs. You'll look better.
You'll feel proud. You'll save money. Trade in your grungies before

April 19th, 1980.

Saturday 8:00p.m.
$2 person $3couple

SIS

Poetry

from Taos, poetry by
Marlene Kamei and Janel Cannon

Sunday 2:30p.m. $1.00
Wt are posting

.new

hours for April only. we will

opcr'l Mondav·S.aliird8JI4_p.m.• I n.m. Surtdaj!S will
run lull Mc>~lcan fxeaklrJJ;t all clay lon!J9 a.m.·S p.m.

as ustml. We IJiWi' located t(te ~~ tam.1fes in r~ll
New Mexico plus we'll be offering eJtquTslfe slm·
metuf clwd·tOM.I bu"ltos. fresh scnfnod, tellldtr,
fre5h ftuif salocls, /iqt.Jiiclos. tclu!scos.• lal.Os, lortus
& a nw line of beautiful co!lces. We'll telhsf.111! lutt·

(hl's on a grand scale;,, May. 11Mnh to all of you
lorr;ourpatlent.l'.

Conw ~a~!

STUDENT BOOKSTORE
2122 Central SE

(across from UNM)

243·1777
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Diabetic testing
is made available
By Nancy Baggett
Diabetes testing for the public
wu~1 made available this weekend
at the W inrock Center as part of
tlw UNM Pre-Medical Profession
( :Jub activit-ies.
Handy Knott, board member
of till' club, said many people who
w••rP inLertlHted in the testing had
rl'latives who are diabetic, or
hav!' a hilltory of diabetes in their
familiPs.

The testing was done by
members of the Pre-Medical
Professions Club who had set up
a booth at part of the Health Fair
at Winrock. Three people out of
t.lw lHO tested during the threeday fair were found in danger of
bc•ing diabetic, and were referred
to the Bt1rnalillo County health
clink for further testing. The fair
wa•J co-sponsored by the Pre·
Mt•<licul Professions Club and the
N4•W Mexico State Society. of
Mt•dkul Technologists.
Knott said the club "offers
guidanctl and coaching to unth•rgraduates interested in health
profesllions." There is no paid
l'tlllnselor on campus to advise

undergraduates interested in
medicine, he added.
"The club gives students the
opportunity to learn the ropes of
applying to medical school,
learning from others' experiences
and getting involved in public
groups to find out what is going
on in the health professions as a
whole," he said.
Club activities include the
current blood drive at the SUB,
aiding the American Diabetes
Association Bike-a-thon, and an
on-going volunteer program to
aid researchers at the Basic
Medical Sciences Building on
North Campus.
Knott said the club also
"Doctor-a-Day"
sponsors
a
program, where members can
spend the day with a professional
and view first-hand an actual
working environment. Members
also get an opportunity to
arrange viewings of surgical and
autopsy procedures.
Presently the Pre-Medical
Professions Club is located at
1056 Mesa Vista Hall with office
1'1ours Monday through Friday,
from 8 to 3 p.m.

Colahan chosen for conference
Clark A. Colahan, assistant director of the UNM Office of International Programs and Services, is among 15 persons given awards to
attend a conference being sponsored by the National Association for
Foreign Student Affairs.
Colahan said NAFSA's Caribbean and Latin American Students
Committee awarded expense-paid trips to 15 persons from throughout
the U.S. to attend the conference scheduled for April 13·17 at the
University of Southern California.
"'fhe purpose of the conference is to make those who work with
students from their areas more knowledgeable about their areas in
terms of history, culture, philosophy, sociology, economy and so on,"
he said.
During the conference, Colahan said he will lead a session on the
role of universities in providing technical assistance to private
volunteer organizations engaged in exchanges with Latin America.
One such organization is the Partners of the Americas,
headquartered at OIPS, he said.

Sports
Bone-jarring tackles,
frozen fingers mark
football scrimmage

Marie Healy (center) of Albuquerque receives a jab in the finger as part of a diabetes test
given at Winrock Cent(Jr this past weekend by the Pre-Medical Professions Club of UNM.
Sherrie Langlois (left) of the Pre-Moo Club administers the tests while Steve Taylor of the
D;abetic Youth Group reads the pulse. (Photo by Nancy Baggett)

Jamaican trip livens class studies
By Jana Aspin
UNM students in advanced Marine Biology 496
not only learned about hermit crabs and coral reefs
in their recent trip to sunny Jamaica, but also got
the opportunity to experience the country's
culture.
"It made them appreciate what they have here,"
said Donald Duszynski, professor of biology. He
said the cost of living in Jamaica is extremely high.
The going price for a gallon of gas is $4.59.
Eleven students from UNM, two faculty
members, two Albuquerque scuba divers and five
biology students from Southern Methodist
University in Dallas went on the 12-day trip to the
University of West Indies in Discovery Bay in midMarch. The divers assisted the students by running the boats and by acting as diving buddies for
those whose projects were studied underwater. The
UNM students each worked on their own individually designed research. projects at the marine
station in Discovery Bay. The SMU students
worked on a joint project.
Duszynski said the country provided an atmosphere for students to study organisms not
available in New Mexico's dry climate.
Students in the class funded the trip themselves.
The $600 charge included transportation and room

and board.
"The expenses were well worth it," said Jeff
Bolinger, a UNM marine biology major. Bolinger,
a scuba diver, studied the aggressive behavior of
coral fish. He said studying in the real-life environment was a great learning experience.
Bolinger said the majority of Jamaicans are
black, and although he was of a minority there, the
people treated him very well. "It was so nice to see
how friendly they were.
"I wish everyone had a chance to do this," he
said.
Duszynski said his students went to the murine
station well-prepared. He said they studied their
projects in-depth before going to Discovery Bay.
"We don'thave much of a chance to study here,"
said Trisha Bryant, referring to the number of
facilities available at the murine station at the
University of West Indies. She examined the
aggressive interaction and territoriality of hermit
crabs in the wet labs at the University.
Bryant is majoring in biology and psychology.
She plans on going into murine biology research
when she graduates.
Duszynski said the finished projects will be used
by future marine biology classes to build upon.
"The class can be repeated," he said.

Rita's
Quilt'n Sewing Center
1606 Central S.E.
243-1452

LEARN
TO QUILT

"Faith and Learning at UNM:
Cold War, Detente,
or Partnership?''
UNM Prayer Breakfast
Speaker: William M. Shinto

6 Easy Lessons
MATERIALS FURNISHED

Conceptions Southwest
DAVIDM.

SUB Ballroom, 7;30 a.m.

Tickets: $4 Public

$2 Students

(On sale at all 'fickchnaster Outlets,
SUB Box Office, and Popejoy Hall)

FREE WORKSHOP
following rra yer Breakfa~t
at 9;30am- 11:30am in room 231 E
of the Student Union Building
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Wrap-up

Judo Club announces promotions;
courses to be offered next fall
Nine members of the UNM Judo Club have been
promoted from white belt to yellow belt, Coach
Wayne Maxwell announced.
They are Cindy Riggleman, Sylvia Dorato,
Mushroom Montoya, Victor Man~lta, Henry
Ahlefelder, Richard Kirkpatrick, John Walker,
Robert Maestras and Chris Taylor.
The club, under the U.S. Judo Association,
meets Monday, Wednesday and Friday from 6

p.m. to 7 p.m. in Johnson Gym Room 142. Dues
arc $1 per month and $15 for an annual registration
fee.
Maxwell said the club will meet throughout the
summer. A beginning and an intermediate course
will be offered next fall through the Health,
Physical Education and Recreation Dept.,
Maxwell said.

Tilt Gmtf (htlsm

ksday T-Sbirf Rtmll!
Wear any Chelsea Street T-Shirt any Tuesday night and get half
price drinks from 7pm-closing. Offer is good for the T-Shirt
wearer only. If you don't have a Chelsea T-Shirl, ... better get one.
-~~~-~-·-

BASEBALL ....... The lobos lx!at Hawilii, 14.0 and

11·6, Friday at Lobo Field.
SO......-&ALL - The women's softball team was
nipped by Weber Slate: 1-0 and 1-0 in Jntcrmountain
Confercrtce action Saturday in Utah.
TRACK - The LC\bo men's dual meet with West
Tc"ns State Saturday at the University Stadium was
cancelled due to wind. Regina Dtamiga placed, first
for the Lobo women iu the John Jacobs Relays ih

Norman, Okla., running the 400-mcter hurdles in
61.3. Martha Reinert threw the javelin 142 feet, to
capture first plac:c and to set a new school record.

l!NA

<:ALVIN

Research Project:
Afraid ofillnesss?
Worried about illness?

HlANK

11l'Ntt-

UiiNL
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(277-3711 for furthct• information)
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Fullback Jim Brooks leads the blocking on an end sweep by tailback Jamie Fox in UNM's
Football scrimmage Saturday at University Stadium. !Photo by Dick Kettlewell)

Al1t:YTA

• .il. __ , ..

Workshop is open to students, faculty, staff, campus ministers, community
religious leaders and all interested persons.

7 of 9 passes for 79 yards, while
Wright completed 5 of 9 for 57
yards, a better showing for him
than last Saturday. Gabriel also
threw the first Lobo touchdown
pa!,ls in scrimmage, a fourteenyard pass over the middle to
fullback Murty Russell.
The running game improved
considerably from last week. The
most successful play for the Lobo
offense seemed to be the draw as
Fox, Sayers and Jim Brooks used
their quickness and strength to
gain large chunks of yardage.
Fox had the longest run of the
day, a 25-yard burst, but he
fumbled on the two. yard line and
defensive end Dave Sparks
recovered in the end zone. Fox
finished with 62 yards in 14
carries, while Brooks curried the
ball only six times, but picked up
69 yards. Sayers finished the
scrimmage with 60 yards in 12
carries.
Defensive backs Doug Smith
and Buck Buchanan each intercepted a pass during the
scrimmage, but Felix Kelson, a
top prospect as a defensive back,
suffered a knee injury early in the
scrimmage and was taken to the
hospital where he was operated
on Sunday morning.
The scrimmage, overall, had
its rough spots, with more than
its share of fumbles, interceptions and penalties slowing
the offense down. Whether the
offensive lapses were caused by
the cold weather or just a lack of
concentration, remains to be
seen. The Lobos need to polish
their offensive and defensive
attacks. Fundamentally, that is
what spring practice is all about.

~-y

STEPHC:NSON

Thursday, Aprill7

By MIU'tin Janowski
It was a cold, crisp, overcast
afternoon at University Sta,dium
Saturday. The UNM men's track
team had already cancelled its ,
track meet scheduled for the
morning. The thinclads considering it in their best interest
not to engage in Arctic survival
techniques.
But the Lobo football
scrimmage went on as srheduled.
The word had gone out that the
Lobo offense was going to make a
better showing than it did the
week before against the defense.
Quarterback Brad Wright
started off quickly, firing a
screen pass to wide receiver
Ricky Martin that netted ~ore
than 20 yards on the first play
from scrimmage.
But the defense was not about
to take this lying down. The
pursuit caught up with the option
pitches and defensive line put
more pressure on Wright,
sacking him a couple of times.
Jimmy Sayers, the senior
tailback, finally got the Lobos
moving with an end sweep for
first down yardage, followed by a
swing pass for 24 yards to the 15·
yard line. Sayers then ran the
ball inside the five, but it was
nullified by a deadball personal
foul called on him for pushing
defensive back John Bobs, who
had made Sayers the recipient of
his enthusiastic tackling.
The ball went back to the 18,
but Jamie Fox got the penalty
yardage right back on a draw
play, bursting through a big hole
down to the one. From there it
was Mark Williams, who scored
last week's only scrimmage
touchdown on a one-yard plunge,
doing the honors again, blasting
through a crack in the line.
David Osborn, who missed last
week's practice because of a
minor injury, got to see his first
action at quarterback. Osborn
ran the option well, rushing for
21 yards on two carries, but had
trouble finding the receivers with
his passes, completing only 2 of 7
passes for 21 yards.
Robbin Gabriel, the junior
transfer quarterback, completed

Work by UNM artists, including filnts by Luis llaca, Mary Sloane and Lesley
Poling.

ASA Gall~ry
llownslnlrs In !he SUR

March 31 -April 18, 1980

Are you worried about certain illnesses such as
heart disease or cancer? Do you believe that
you suffer from an illness which your physician
has not correctly diagnosed? Afraid of dying?
There, is a research study at School ofMedicine,
Dept. of Psychiatry on people who have health
concerns, . Those who particlpate are assured
ofstrict confldentiality. If you are willing to
participate for on for one hour in this research
project please call Mrs. Betty Biener at.
265-1711 ext2612

•
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I Lobos grab needed victories
!
I from eighth-ranked Hawaii
Bunch

· .

.'-.~~~~·.-.·~t.. '

il Lu-On-ch

the game, 15 of those being
singles,
1
Although UNM only had two
1
extra base hits, they were big
II the
UNM baseball team last ones. Walt Arnold blasted a
weekend.
grand slam in a seven-run third
1 With the probability of inning and Mike Foote had his
1 elimination in the WAC race eighth home run of the season by
1 staring it in the face, New Mexico hitting a solo shot in the five· run
1 put everything together and fourth.
1 swept a double-header from
Every batter in the Lobo line·
I eighth-rankedHawaiiFriday, 14· up had at least one hit in the
game. Arnold led the team with a
0
1
who lost two 3-for-3 showing. He also knocked
I games to the Rainbows on in five runs and scored three
plus ta~ I Thursday, needed both victories times.
I to remain in the hunt for the
When the second game
started,
it looked as if UNM had
k
11 I WAC southern division crown.
ta e out ea I New Mexico now has a 4-4league won by a fluke in the opener, as
266-7901J record, two games behind the Hawaii racked Lobo starter Tom
..
front-running Rainbows, who are Roselli for three runs in each of
the first two innings. The
6-2.
"I didn't say anything special, Rainbows built a commanding 6~ I just told them that tomorrow is llead, but UNM wouldn't quit.
another day," Lobo head Coach
In the bottom of the second,
the Lobos exploded for five runs,
Vince Cappelli said.
It was a superb pitching to knot the score at six.
~ performance by junior Mo
That was aU for Hawaii, as
Camilli and an incredible hitting they couldn't keep up with the
*spree by all the Lobo bats that spirited Lobo bunch.
~ got UNM going in the first game.
Roselli proceeded in mowing
Camelli only let two Rainbows down Rainbow after Rainbow,
* reach third base in his five-hit and, with a little help from
gem. He went the distance in the receiver Keil Higgins, held the
* seven-inning contest.
Honolulu club scoreless the rest
The Lobos battered three of the way.
*Rainbow pitchers for 17 hits in
"O?ce we started hitting in the

1

1
II

11

By Mark Smith
The cliche "tomorrow is
another day" may be overused,
but it was certainly the case for
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The game was called because of
darkness after five innings and
the Lobos had their sweep.
Arnold, who went 2·3 in the
second game, had a double and
another home run, giving him
seven round-trippers for the year.
Tom Francis, who had a 9-13
showing in the four games, added
a triple, two doubles and four
RBI. Duffy Ryan also con·
tributed 4 RBI.
Lead-off hitter Foote had his
u.sual fine performance, hitting 47 and scoring five times in the
two games.
Cappelli said the key to turning the series around was
Camilli's pitching.
Arnold said that the 13-llloss
was a hard one to take, but that
was how the game goes. He
added that if UNM is playing
well, it can beat any college team
in the nation.
The Lobos travel to UTEP for
another crucial four-game series
Friday and Saturday. Cappelli
and Arnold said the team will
need to win all four games to stay
in the conference race.

fare Well against Wind

The UNM women's track team suffered through
the same . sort of inclement weather that hit
Albuquerque last weekend, but still managed to
make strong individual showings in the John
Jacobs Relays in Norman, Okla.
"The weather was nasty up there, windy and
* ~ld bo~h days,'' UNM Coach Tony Sandoval said.
The t1mes were not that good because of the

a funk fiesta

second game, the pitching really
came through," Arnold said.
UNM used 11 hits in that
contest, six for extra bases, to
blast two more Hawaii hurlers.

Regina Dramiga raced her best personal time in
the 400-meter hurdles, clocking it at 61.3. San·
doval said Dramiga ran away from the field and
won by more than 10 yards. Linda Meyer finished
fourth, with a time of 64.1.
Lobo freshman basketball standout Martha
Reinert, participating in her first collegiate track
meet, won the javelin throw with a toss of 142 feet.
Reinert broke the school record by 22 feet. Maarit
Panannen finished in fifth place, with a throw of
120 feet.
In other field events, two third-place finishes
were recorded.
Helleck
the shot a

distance of 42-feet-6 and Diann Warren leaped 18-4
in the long jump.
The long jump was also the scene of two injuries.
Jakki Davis, who finished sixth with a jump of 177 3/4 and Anita Marsland both suffered sprained
quadriceps while competing. Sandoval said the
cold weather caused the sprains.
Other Lobo finishers were Pam Gutierrez, taking
sixth place in the 100-meter dash, with a time of
12.3 and seventh place in the 200-meter dash,
timed at 24.9. Warren's time in the 100 was 12.6,
finishing eighth. Margaret Metcalf took fifth place
in the 800-meter run, with a time of 2:14.4, while
Colleen Murphy and Chris Wootten finished ninth
and eleventh, respectively, in the mile. Patty
Kaufmann finished ninth and Peggy Rupert
finished twelth in the 5,000 meters.
The 440-relay team of Peggy Mallory, Sherri
Caton, Gutierrez and Warren finished fourth, with
a time of 48.9. The mile relay team of Caton,
Dramiga, Metcalf and Meyer finished seventh,
timed at 3:55.1.
The Lobo women travel to El Paso for the UTEP
Invitational s .. t.n•·n"'"

Arts

Local bands honor
•
•
sznger zn concert
By Daniel Gibson
Swing music is coming to the
Duke City with a flourish when
two of the city's popular bands Alma and the Last Mile Ram·
biers - take to the KiMo stage
on April 15 in the "First
Albuquerque Swing Festival."
"We'll do a lot of old stuff roots kind of music," says
Alma's vocalist, Joan Griffin.
The festival is in memory of
Bessie Smith's 86th birthday.
Smith, now deceased, sang blues
in the 1920s, which now influence
both Alma's general to~e and
Griffin's singing in particular.
"So much of my music comes out
of the blues, and Bessie Smith is
the empress of the blues."
Griffin promises a good time
for all at the event. "We're really
looking foward to it. The
Ramblers are a lot of fun, and
this is an idea we've waited a long
time to put together."
Alma is predominately a jazz
band. Their music has a blues
tint, colored by bossa nova, be·
bop, swing and Latin varieties of
jazz.
The Last Mile Ramblers are a
country-oriented
band.
The
Ramblers also have have an
affinity for swing, especially the
country variety popularized by
Bob Wills and the Texas
Playboys.
"We try and incorporate a lot
of different sounds into our
music," says Ramblers' lead
guitarist Tom Fenton. "We don't
play top-10. We're not a com•
mercia! band. We do a lot of Big
Band tunes, like Count Bassie
material. We also do a lot oflrish

FLIPSIDE

April14 7:30
[iuil Auditorium
150 in aduall:l!

s

at all Ticketmaster locations

Posh Bagel
A scrumptious .banana, split in half, topped with your choice of frozen yogurt flav r
0
•
granola and wh1pped cream.
Reg. $1 .59 Save 60'
with couoon

Valid only April14, 1980
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Alma (left to right): Frank Scaltrito, Dan Dowling, Mike Fleming (back), John Truitt (front),
Joan Griffin and John Griffin.
good year. We backed Dolly
Baker at the Academy, and
played at the jazz convention
here with some of the best jazz
people in the world. That was
easily the best experience we've
had as a band. Personally, I'm
trying to deepen my own efforts
to get a better grasp of other
saxes. I'm playing the barry
(baritone) now, as well as the
alto."
Drummer, Michael Fleming,
completes the group. Fleming is
excited these days over a recent
gig the band performed. It was
an expense-only concert at the La
Tuna Federal Penetentiary in
southern New Mexico. "When
Joan emerged from the wings
wearing a red beret and black

dress, the place went wild. We
thought they were cheering on
our music," he jokes.
The members of Alma do have
their roots in rock. Fleming has
toured in Europe with Bo Did·
dley, while Scaltrito recorded
with Neon in New York, played
with Tommy James and the
Shondells for several years, and
backed Chuck Berry on occasion.
"I was raised in the days of the
rock'n'roll show bands,'' he says.
John Griffin played with the
Jefferson Airplane,
amoung
others, while Truitt backed
bands like Three Dog Night, The
Grassroots and Chicago. Now,
however, Alma is firmly committed to jazz, as it will show
local crowds tomorrow night.

The Ramblers will amble in
and do their thing too, and if
their past performances are any
indication, they will have people
up swinging before the night is
over. David Levine will play his
country bass, while fiddler Ollie
O'Shea perks up the sound with
some bluegrasS·inspired sawing
and pedal-steel guitarist Jon
Potrykus adds his colorful riffs
played in the spirit of the great
Buddy Emmons.
Both bands, while differing in
sounds and style, can agree with
Truitt's statement, "We need an
audience. If people are giving us
the feedback, we really get hot.''
Showtime is 8 p.m., and bar
service is available. Tickets are
$3.50 at the door.
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The agenda for the special meeting of the GSA
Council is as follows: The meeting will be held on ~
8 Thursday, April 17th, 1980, 4;30 p.m. in Rm. 231E of 8
o the SUB.
o
8
g
71tem Agenda Includes:
l:i~

§

§ I.
§ II.
§ III

S IV:
8

§

§

Call To Order
Minutes'
Presidents Report
Committee lteport
A. finance

V.

§

New Business

A. BALSA
B. Mesa Chicana
VI. Old Business
VII. Adjournment

B.

~......................................................,....,....,....,....,.....;.:y-......................eo-............-..r. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..,.
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Tickets Now Available For
ALBI;QUERQUE OPERA TllEATRE

Fri. & Sat.
Apri118 & 19

8:15

CL~ CJJOHEME
Trckm 112.00, W50, 18.50,15.50

STUJSRS · S1.00 d11count

2216 Central SE

99( Banana Split

Alma's sound is more a
listening medium, but the group
doesn't frown on people dancing
to their efforts. Neither does the
KiMo staff, which often find their
audiences up in the aisles and at
the stage front trying out the
latest steps.
Alma jelled as a band about a
year ago. "We've really grown
together, both as a unit and
individually," Griffin says.
Griffin's husband and Alma's
bassist, John Griffin, says of his
wife, "I think Spanky's (Joan)
ability to scat sing has really
come to the fore. We're also
doing a lot more original numbers
now, around a half dozen, mostly
written by Dan (Dowling)."
The group's reed, flute, and
recorder player, John Truitt, said
the band is in a period of
solidifying. "We've had a really

GSA COUNCIL MEETING

at the
Also Albuquetque's own

The Ramblers have been on the
local music scene for-over four
years. Band spokesman, lead and
harmony vocalist, and electric
and acoustic guitarist George
Bullfrog Bourque, with the group
since its beginning, says of their
sound, "We're alternative
country. Most of all, we play
dance· hall music."

§

Monday's Special
·--

.
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and Cajun fiddle tunes." The
Ramblers' familiarity with jazz is
enhanced especially by their
drummer, Peter Amah!.
Amah! has played here with
visiting jazzmen Bobby Green
and Baird Hersey. "The country
music I predominately listen to is
of this band. What I can really
relate to in the Ramblers' sound
is their swing stuff."
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A CHASSIDIC EXi'E:RIENCE
Sunday
May 4

3:00p.m.

Theodore Bikel
In Concert

Tickets $12, $10, $8 •· All Students, Seniors $1.00 !liscount

The elephant
is now wild on campus!

TICKETS AT POPEJOY AND ALL TICKETMASTER OUTLETS

Elephant Malt Liquor from Carlsberg. The only
imported malt liquor in America. It has a taste
you'll never forget.

For complete details, call:

Imported hy Century lmptmcrs Inc., Balttnltlrc, M<lryland.

277-3121

The Southwest's Center for the Arts

Distributed by Quality Import Co., Albuquerque, N.M.
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Tower ofPower
to perform tonight

Nugent just a noise-maker

When you grow up in New Mexico and tum to music as a
profession, you start out a few steps behind a musician in al~o~t any
major coastal area in the U.S. One of the many groups that thiS 1s true
of is a talented and energetic eight-piece local band, Flipside, that has
flp!lllt three years playing to club and reception audiences all over
Albuquerque, while gathering quite a respectable audience.
And yet the band continues in relative obscurity until perhaps
today, when for the first time, it will show its talent in a major concert
setting. 'l'onight at 7:30 in the Civic Auditorium, Flipside will open a
show, which includes the r1ew band Pressure. Pressure's recent
n'Cording, produced by R&B saxophonist Ronnie Laws, is quickly
climbing the charts. 'rhis jazz. funk group will perform in New Mexico
for the first time.
The show, billed as" A Funk Fiesta," will culminate with the return
of Tower of Power, headlining this performance with a full show for
Uw first lim!~ in Albuquerque. This ten-piece Oal!land band is the
prime !'xponent of hard driving music, with its front-line horn section
heiug the most sought-after studio group around. In back of the horns
iFJ what the hard-to-please New York Time.s called "an irresistable
rhythm section."
By virtue of its iunumerable guest appearances, ten records to date
and half of its time being spent on the road, it is no wonder that Tower
of Power gets better every time it hits the stage.
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Tower of Power performs tonight in a "Funk Fiesta. "
I
I
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PHI BETA KAPPA
Election of
Officers

Selection of
New Members

Monday, April 14, 1980
7:30p.m. SUB 231 D-E
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Annual Meeting
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soc:: FREE drying
with ad expires 4/18
1 coupon per customer

$1.00 super 20 wash
12pm-1pm
4/14·4/18

dry cleaning 75</lb.
4/21-4/25

2626 Central SE
265·9916

BLOW THE WHISTLE
FOR HELP!

WHISTLE ·sTOP.
WHISTLE STOP: Is a community safety
program to fight crime and asspult on campus.
HOW WHISTLE STOP WORKS:
1. Residents blow their whistles to signal trouble.
When others hear the signal they know that a
neighbor is in distress.
2. They call the police (2241).
3. Then blow their whistles to attract attention.

You Can Buy A Whistle At:
- THE GENERAL STORE
- S.U.B. CANDY STORE
- U.N.M. BOOK STORE

- WOMEN'S CENTER
(Committee Against Rape meetings every Wed. at 3 p.m. In
the Women's Center.)

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
COMMinEE AGAINST RAPE

277·5602
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PROFESSIONAL
MARKETING
Training Opportun·
For This Summer!

On rock music scene

277·3716

REMEMBER: RESPONSIVE NEIGHBORS
MAKE SAFE COMMUNITIES.

Classical guitarists
give familiar music
'lively' interpretation
By Ken Clark
The Romero family of
guitarists is a perfect example of
a whole being greater thau the
sum of its parts, and last
Wednesday's night performance
with the UNM Symphony
Orchestra, proved a case in point.
Celedonio Romero and his sons,
Pepe, Celin and Angel, complement each other in a dramatic
extension of the dimensions of
classical and traditional Spanish
guitar that is unex.celled.
The program was obviously
intended to be a crowd-pleaser,
but did not sacrifice quality.
While an important aspect of any
performance is the broadening of
the audience's listening ex·
periences, an occasional program
of familiar works is always
welcome. Opening with Harold
Weller conducting the Orchestra
in Rimsky-Korsakoff's Capriccio
Espagnol, the stage was set for
an evening of lively and dynamic
music with a little of something
for everyone. Even those who are
not familiar with all of Rimsky·
Korsakoff's work must surely
have been reminded of several
movie themes taken from the
Capriccio.
The Orchestra then reduced its
numbers to chamber size to
continue one of their best per·
formances of the season by ac·
companying the Romeros in two
concerti. First was Vivaldi's
Concerto in B·minor for Four
Guitars. This flowing com·
position develops the tonal
qualities unique to the guitar
while retaining the texture of an
ensemble for lute, the historical
precursor of the guitar. The
Romeros' selection of this
concerto as their first piece
reminds us that music for the
guitar is always changing and
growing.
In a statement of their intent
to sustain that tradition, the next
work was Rodetigo's Conerto
Andalut for Four Guitars. Here
is a work that at 1>nce recognizes
the broad foundations of classical
guitar and axplores the in·
strument in all its newness.
The second part of, the
evening's program was com·

prised of a series of selections
that were aunounced as they were
played. From an inquiry during
the intermission, it was learned
that the Romeros had not yet
decided exactly what to perform.
This was less a matter of in·
decision, however, than an ex·
pression of their extensive
repertoire and their ability to
respond to the interests of their
audience.
Thus they returned from the
intermission with a duet by
Mauro Giuliani, Variaciones
Concertantes, Op. 180. This is a
fine work by a composer who was
hailed by Beethoven as "the
divine Giuliani" but who has only
recently been rediscovered. Next,
the final allegro movement of
Bach's third Brandenberg
Concerto was played exquisitely
by the Romeros in ensemble. The
regular program was concluded,
with a well-deserved standing
ovation, following El Baile de
Luis Alonso, the Miller's Dance
from Jeronimo Jimenez', and The
Three Cornered Hat. Manuel de
Falla's well-known Farracus was
played as an encore, but the
audience was not to be so easily
satisfied.
The Romeros returned to play
a Flamenco lmprovisacion to yet
another standing ovation, and a
third encore was called for.
The finale selected is a work
that has become so popular that
virtually every student of guitar
has attempted it, but which has
only rarely been mastered and is
far more often grossly abused.
The work is Malaguenas, and
who but its author, Celedonio
Romero, and his sons could play
it better? To hear the Romeros
play Malaguenas in all its depth
is akin to hearing the Vienna
String Quartet perform Mozart
- an experience to be cherished.
There are a few groups of
musicians that one does not tire
easily, and the Romeros rank
highly among them. The Popejoy
Hall Cultural Entertainment
Committee made a wise choice in
bringing the Romeros to
Albuquerque. They would be
wise to bring them again soon.

.,!

By Charles Andrews
Ted Nugent's got a history that, on the face of it
you've got to admire.
'
Having started playing music professionally at
the age of 14, he'~ been at it for 17 years. At 16 he
was lead guitarist for a Detroit group called the
Amboy Dukes, who had a nationwide hit two years
later with "Journey to the Center of Your Mind,"
But they were signed to a small label and notlting
more happened with them on that level. Running
through personnel faster than a Circle K, he kept
the group's uame alive for another seven years
before embarking on a solo career.
Nugent worked hard, touring 200 plus dates per
year, and maintained a regional following that saw
him packing Detroit's cavernous Coho Hall and
selling out several nights in a row in places like St.
Louis and Indianapolis, while the rest of the
country had never heard of him.
In 1975 he signed with Epic Records, got new
management, and released a solo album bearing
just his name as a title. It was hailed by many
critics, including myself, as a preservation .of the
no·holds-barred rock guitar tradition that was all
but lost in the mellowness of the laid-back 1970s.
By the time his third solo ablum was out he was on
the verge of stardom; "Cat Scratch Fever," the
song and the LP, made it a fact.
Nugent never succumbed to the 1970s nor his
own 30s. He's rocking and rolling the same
blistering guitar attack he has from the beginning.
But where he once stood tall as the uncompromising rocker, he has uow become just
another noise-maker in the race to give a
rejuvenated rock music scene the electricity it
craves.
The first wave of New Wave was generally
horrible: incompetent musicians who became
popular for their attitudes made Nugent look like a
maestro. It has never been argued that he is an

accomplished, skilled and energetic rock guitarist.
But now that rocking out has once again become
acceptable and desirable, he fades into a per·
spective that shines a glaring light on his
1. This offer is for the serious • minded student onl
limitations and mal!es his personal eccentricities
harder to swallow.
2,1ntense training is provided.
Piecing together what I've read and heard
including a long interview I did with him a fe~
. 3.College grad profits - $3,600 plus.
years back, and after witnessing his show at the
Univesity Arena Thursday night, I feel not at all
uncomfortable categorizing him as a blatant sexist,
4. Management techniques developed.
probably a fascist and certainly prone to violence.
His concert was rife with mindless rebellion for its
own salle, the glorification of the macho stance and
several varieties of noise without substance. The
sound of breaking glass after the show, as
One West Madison/ Phoenix, Az. 85003
energized teens stomped and threw bottles with far
in Albuquerque: 266•7079
more frequency and relish than one uormally
witnesses after a rock concert, was a little
frightening.
Nugent has always spoken his mind without
restraint, and although his opinions are usually
outrageous and worlds removed from my own r-----~~----------------------11
thinking, I admire that and support it in. principle.
I
And in fact, there is all manner of offensive per·
I
sonality I can ignore if the music is good. But
I
Nugent's music that night was too loud, too
I
muddy, senselass and, worst of all, boring. The
I
I
crowd, of about 8,000, loved it.
I
Opening up for him was another Detroit act, the
I
Romantics, who were also very well received
I
(especially for a totally unknown group), and far
I
more worthy of it. Dressed all in black leather, they
#
I
played with the same youthful vigor as Nugent,
I
I
but carne across as having some focus to their
I
efforts. Their 45-minute set was non-stop rocking,
I
propelled by the hea;ry drumsticks of one Jimmy
I
Molinas. Their debut album on Epic, just released,
I
does not show them nearly as well as they played
I
that night.
I
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FAST BREAK
BREAKFAST
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with our

FAST BREAK
BREAKFAST SPECIAL

one Fresh Egg, Bacon or sausage,
Hash Browns, Toast and Coffee

Scary movie does not impress
Silent Scream
American Cinema Release
Louisiana Boulevard Cinema.
By Dale Kappy
Four college students, two
males and two females, have just
rented rooms in the eerie house
Qn the hill. And, as the just·
acquainted four observe new
faces at a local restaurant, the
psychopathic loony, locked up in
the house's hidden attic room,
finally breaks through lath and
plaster with a very large, very
sharp butcher knife. She then
makes her way down the dank,
cobweb·strewn back stairs.
Meanwhile, night falls. The
roommates walk home on the
dark and deserted beach. One

•

couple makes it home and to bed
with dreams of kindled passion.
The other couple is not getting
along so well; the girl leaves her
drunken masher on the beach to
sleep off his shameful approaches.
He falls asleep. The tide rises
slowly. The full moon appears
briefly in. the heavily clouded
sky. The tide continues to rise,
waking the young ral!e with
foamy wetness. "Where am I?"
he says to himself, throwing his
bottle into the ocean. He sees
someone. "Hi!" he says.
The response is not so
pleasant. HACK! SLICE!
HACK! SLICE! This is what the
advertisers of the film called,

"terror so sudden, there is no
time to scream.''
Get the picture? If not, add
these things: spooky music at the
right moments; the mother who
must protect and cover up poor,
unfortunate Victoria's violent
tendencies; police who come just
in time to find the place splat·
tered with blood; a scene in which
the camera flashes back and forth
between the young couple in the
throes of orgasm and the other
female roommate gettiflg sliced
to a gory mess in the basement;
and that gives you an accurate
picture of what Silent Scream is
all about. It might scare you, but
it definitely won't impress you
with its originality or integrity.

ONLY

$1.95

Bring in this ad and we'll even
include a FREE glass of orange juice!

111annies
corner of central
mnra~aueooe & Girard SE
,

~rctm

265-1669

·-----------------------------

Student artists' work on display
The work of 39 University of
New Mexico art students is
represented in a multi-media
student show that will continue
through April 25 in the second·
floor teaching gallery of the
UNM art building.
The show, which was juried by
Jim Moore, director of the
Albuquerque
Museum,
"represents a wide cross-section
of work by both graduate and
undergraduate students," said
Aaron S. Karp, assistant
professor of art.
CONTACT LENS SPECIAL
15 00 Alergon Ktl4 69
Colli or low pttce ~ on he rd.
sotl or s.emt .goH len<;(H

Casey Optical Co.
13 doou west of Your Drug)

4306 Lomas otWoshtngton
265·6646

"This is an annual show,"
Karp said three students will
Karp said. "It's our way of be selected for the juror's awards
letting ourselves and the com- of $50 gift certificates, and three
munity know what the quality of will be given merit awards of $25
the department's work is. gift cetificates. The awards, he
However, it is uot a definitive said, were made possible through
show that represents the the courtesy of Anhowe Ceratrlic
Supply Inc., California Art
department's very best.''
Supply Inc., KLR Audio-Visual,
Out of some 300 works sub- Langell Art Supplies and the
mitted for the show, 39 were Silver Sunbeam Gallery. All are
selected, he said. Karp and Tim Albuquerque businesses.
The gallery is open weekdays
App, who is also an assistat art
professor, are serving as the from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Admission
is free.
show's administrators.

Get readv for the
"Tour of the Rio Grande."
Tune•up special- only '10 00
~t•\\ jf).;;.IM'l'd ht.\lh">
f~lllllll29'".

;l2t:H:[Irllral SE
2fJ..~ ...J!H!J

Levis®
Panatena
David Hunter
Sedgefield
Dittos
For the finest in
affordable clothes from
t three convenient toea·
3636 Menual NE
1011 Juan TaboNE
4001 San Mateo NE
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'.dtnl;Ltl<:. <hal1,&tahle•. J4~·212~.

Sl02
I YI'I~l.'i ~TERM PAI'l'RS, thc~il, mumes. 299·
4130
!i970.
!YI'IN<, 1 lf[f'>IS, REPORTS. statistical. Call
1\nnita, 2~6·2~4'1.
4/05
I Xl'HU rr PI NO ANO cdtting. 268-8716, 10·5:30,
M·'i.
4115
1 XP! Rll "<CH>, M'Cl!Ri\ TI' TYPIST: tran·

,,ril•inr. term p.1pcr<,
~'l.l

f•'.

Icuer~.

resumes, manUicripts.

Ill
( •II NSII lMi HlR l.PSBIANS. 266-995:1.

4!30
4128

S/02
4121

TIM'S JHitN<J: ROTOlll.JING and yard
mnintcnnn.:c. 26R·6510.
4/30
tNSIANT M!riORCY<'iE SERViCE. Called th-;
•,Imp~ lately' 'I hey' II squcct~ you in next month.
Mnyhr' W~'Il dr1 it tutluy 1 Now. All ~ervice
t~nuruntced. Summarite your hik<' today. 291! ·J 681.
tfn
CIA'i'ilCAI CilJ!fAR lNS'flnJCTI!lN. UNM
grarnla!c guitari~!. 242·1!930, 277·3928.
4/17
l'AMO!IS C)UlVIRA IJOOKSHOP anti photography
gallery I' located 112 block from Johnson Gym at l J I
curncll.llnurlll-ti Mon.Jori. Spedal order 1crvke.
4/14
I It!· IJNM lAW School Clinical Law Program

ulfcrllcgal ~crvkc~ for Mudcnt~ and MalT, furnished
hy qualified Jaw students under fnculty supervision.
Avail~blility i> limited to thmc whose asses!~ and
in~omc do not c~ececd c\tabli.shcd guidelines. $3
registration fcc. Call 277-~26S for mforrnationa and
an appointment.
4/14
lYI'ING, f:DITING, NEAR llNM. 243-0338. 4/16

4.

HOUSING

Ull' ( ITAI>EL~.Slii'ERB location ncar UNM &
dut<ntuwn. Du~ scrvi•e every 30 minute\. I bedroom
ur cffidcncy, $19~·$U.O. All <rtilitic~ paiu. Deluxe
kit~hcn with dishwa1hcr & disposal, recreution room,
<,wimming pool, TV room & laundry. Adult complex.
nu pm. 1520 University NE. 243-2494.
BICYCLE TO lJNM!
fireplace. 265-5169.

PART TIMh JOU, graduate 'tudents only. After·
no"n' and evening~. Mu>t be able to work hitlay and
Saturday night;. Mu;t be 21 year; old. Apply in

peNm, no phone call~. plea~e. Savcway Liquor
Sture;, m 5704l.omas NE, 5516 Mcnuul Nh.
tfn
$~10/'fHOUSANI> fOR enevclr,pe; you mail.
Pnstage paid. free information. Conta~t R.S., 1'.0.
Bo< 196 D, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, 83814.
S/25
OVERSEAS.JOBS-·SUMMER/ycar round. Europe,
S. Amcrkan, Au;tntlia, Asia, etc. All fields, $500·
$1200 lllmllhly. Expen>e~ paid. Sight~eeing. Free
information. Write: IJC Box 52-ND Corona Del Mar,
CA 92625.
4/15
[)(AI. A SUMMER job.! Skilled clerical and
sccreturial. Unskilled industrial and labor. Car and
phone necessary. Please call: Manpower Temporary
Services, 256·9801 or 256-3526.
S/12
PAHTlClPATB IN PROBLBM solving study. $1.50
plus possibility of sharing in group bonu> of up to
$40. 277-5512, a.s weekdays through 4/14. 9·124/IS,
4116. 266-6237 or 217-5584 evenings, weekends. 4/16
PERSONS TALENTED IN ans and crafts, creative
movement, dance, music, creative dramatics,
coorerathc games, team sports. Summer youth

7.

TRAVEL

May-Augult or thereabolltl.

cncgoriablc). Johnny Payne, 898·7616.
4/14
2 !li)R. UNFURNISHED APT. in n nice neigh·
bmhood, coordinated kitchm appliances, lots of
dnlet ~pace,-clo>c m tlNM, p~rk, shopping.
$235/month plu' Ultlitic~. Vussar Gardens, 1920
V:~s~ar l)r. NE. 26~·5005.
4114
FNORMOUS TWO Ul:DROOM townhome.

MISCELLANEOUS

PENPALS! Sf'ND SloLl'·addre,~ed stamped cnl·elopc for information. International Pen Friend•;,
EI.B, 17:W Faith Cuurt, NF. Albuquerque, NM
87112.
4d6
SKATE CITY'S RENTAL truck is at the Dairy
Queen on weekend~. 25$.4336,106 Morningside.
4/17

FOUND: THE NICBST place for dinner. The
features performers, Cllquisitc
foods, coffees, beautiful cafe garden atmosphere.
Share the Torta with your next date. April hour"
Central Torta Cafe

o/J0o~

hnu'e n~ar •ampus. $112 plu~ utilities. Michael, 256·

0262.

~illSD~p~

4118

;\V!\Il..l\lllf; 4/IS-OEAN <Jid J bedroom plus
,,1rJll:tltlg, fcuLcd, fireplace, kid\, pm. $250. 262·
17~1. Valley Rental~ Inc.
4!18
(;;\MI'l'·S THRLE ll1 OCKS! Securely fenced, I
h~llrnorn cottage, g;~rnge, workshop, kids, pet>, fino.
$1Ztl. Funn~hcd, unfurnished. 262·1751, Valley
Rcntah Inc
4/18
ROOM 1\NJ) BOARD in my north·\ alley home free
111 re•JIIm~ible female 'tudent willing to help with
humc and two tcen·ager~. Must be home most
,.,cning~. 145·1 ~74 M 266·2100 (days).
4117

UNM Energy Conservation Program
l!i0512h'l '>~73

FORSALE

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

AMI'HET!\MIN£': TUE NEW treatise. A paper
denlmr. with chemistry phntmntology and actions.

•Ynthc:<t<, gent1al um.l OD !JJ•
t.mnatinn. hlcntial good ready. $7.~0. C. Connelly,
1'0 Oo~ 4t,4, Belpre Ohio, 4~714.
4115
BOOKCASE STEFL TWO shelve<. 36 x 12 x 30 tan.
$50. ('all266-4770.
4114
1974 AMC MATADOR, 6 cylinder, nmtfm radio,
AC. new tire'<, good ~olid namportation. SIOOO,
.1C)'111Uable. Aftcr6p.m. 821-4330.
4114
ADORABLE I'E:KJNGESE PUPPY. After 4 p.m.,
2M,.4567.
4/14
hRi\ WINO TAB! E WITH chair. 843·6822.
4/14
HIGH MPG 71 DATSUN 1200. StOOO. 243-5934.
4115
69 TOWN COUNTRY WAUON. SIOOO invested, sell
Ct>rttaiJJ'

8.

Mon·Sat, 4 p.m.-12 p.m. Sun, 9 a.m.·4p.m. 141!
Ccmral SE. 247·0668.
4114

l'l!cpla~c. nine·foot d01et>. Excellent furnishings.
lmulatet.l fnr quictnc~'· $320, utilities paid. Furnhhcd
tniC bcdrnom home with 1tudy. Hardwood floors.
SlR7.51l plus utilities. Doth in LINM area and inl·
maculate. N11 pets, .:hildren. 842·0925.
4124
ROOMMATl' WANTI:D TO \hare two bcl.lroom

5.

NFED A PASSENGER to help with tra,·el c~pen>cs?
Advertise in the DAII Y LOBO clal>ified set:~ ion. tfn

House of Handbags
Albuqucrques Largest
Handbag Selection
306 Coronado Center,
883-5710
8244 Mcnaul NE.
299-0320

12

~ompMe

.'jLJ.ct

HunM~nnt!w I .thnr Mm.'emcnt. Pohtiral f.(nrwmv
NatltllJill Llh{·ratron and Soc1Ld15m

I ,bra' f""' Fr;panol

To Forget
Venice
7:30 &9:30

$500.242-7532.
4/15
I'ElKiOT 10-SPEED FOR <ale. Sl70. Jolene, 299m~

~1

il:LESt'OPF.-300 POWER-asking $310 sec at

bascrt1en1 of 222 Vnssar SE or leave message.
4/17
1971 CHEVY DISCAYNE FOURDOOR air power,
nutornatic AMIFM cassette, 299-0447.
4/18
77 YAMAHA DTIOO D, about2300miles. $425. Call
84.2-5141. Chou.
4/18
1977 JOSE ORIBE classical guitar. Inquire: 2921149.
4/18
M1NOLTA XD·11 AUTOWINDER, 50 mm fl.7,
12.8.
. case. 243-6274.
4/14

Jezebel
7:15

Now Voyager
9:15

New Mexico Daily Lobo

Classified Advertising.
Marron Hall'

recreative PI ug< at.,. fWCA NE branch. Apply
through work·study office.
4/17
PART·TIME l'iMPLOYMENT oppottunity for
junior, senior or graduate student with math, science
or engineering background. Flexible work schedule.
Research company in Corrale~. Caii897.QSOO. 4118
COUNS!:LORS FOR ALIIUQUERQUE day camp.
WSI, music, dance, drama, general. June 30·August
8. Write Camp Dlrcc10r, Jewish Community Council,
600 Louisiana Sh, Albuquerque, 87108.
4/18
NE['D A JOB that doesn't int~rferc with studies and
other activities? Work the hour~ you want, full or
pUrt·time and make good money in a job wilh 11
future. Many positionsavialable with local marketing
concepts firm. No experience ne~essnry, wlll train.
For interview call: Judy 883-9289, Bill 898-1405, or
Connie, 884-8471 (after s p.m.)
4/17

4/11

'mukcr~. 268·1654.
S/09
COUI'LE LOOKING l'OR apar1me111 or room in

~ummcr.

EMPLOYMENT

tfn
Ridgecrm area-2-bdr.,

WAN'JEiD, HJRNISHliD HOUSE and/or apart·
ment listing~ for summer employees (college
pmfewn and graduate studenu), who will be arriving
during Muy and June and leaving August to early
September. Plca;c call 844·3441. Sandia
laboratoric1.
4124
ROOMS IN I.ARCil: hou1c. $100·$125. No pm,
house for

6.

(between Journalism and Biology)

Open from 8:30a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday. Ads in by noon will appear
in the next day's issue.
Cost 1 o~ per word per day for ads running
five or tnore consecutive days. 16~ per word
for sintJie insertions.

Want Ads say it
in a Big Wayl!

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Dally
Lobo
times(s) beginninQ-.-:---=--~~ under the heading
(circle one): · 1. Personals; 2. Lost & Found; • 3. Services; 4. Housing;
5. f-or Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel; 8. Miscellaneous.

Ehclosed $ ___ Placed by __________........_Telephone_ _ __

ACROSS
1 Wounds
6 Scour
11 Stroke
14 Yarns
15 Fruit
16 Large bird
17 Exiled
19 Put on
20 Vapor
21 Girl's name
22 Aida, e.g.
24 Ravish
26 Sembiances
27 Lampoon
30 Dash
32 Spoor
33 Clear
34Johnny37 Chills and
fever
38 Pituitary e.g.
39 Aircraft: Int.
40 Outdo
41 Across: Pre~
fix
42 Tumbler
43 Wandering
45 Titans
4G Permeated
48 Matrix
49 A.M.s
50 Chief
52 Smut

56 Int. Lab. Org.
57 Dragon killer:
2words
60 Bird
61 Miscue
62Wee
63 Sea eagle
64 Tableau
64 W. Indies volcano
DOWN
1 Plant part
2Cab
3 High moun·
tains
i Nebraska
city
5 Fast plane:
Abbr.
6 Tower
7 Stuff
B Herb genus
9 French pronoun
10 Desert
nomad
11 Walker
12 Love in
Genoa
13 Fish
18 Pickable
23 Fastener
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25 Clumsy boat
26 Network
27 Instrument:
Suffix
28 Jason's ship
29 Color:
2words
30 Angle
31-Ridlcules
33 Scheme
35 Formerly
36 Supervisor
38 Alumnus
39 Cheerful
41 Locks

"

42 "-Bias"
44 Trot
45 Bell
46 Chemical
compound
47 Tooth
48 Bevel
50 Muck
51 Shortly
53 Verbal
54 Leer
55 Far: Prefix
58 Rainbow
59 Sixth sense:
Abbr.

